
Building better lessons 
Ximbus is a convenient & easy-to-use web-based platform, allowing for Lesson Preparation 
 & Presentation, Collaborative Whiteboarding and Integration with Google G-Suite. With 4 

simple steps to collaboration – Single Sign on, build a lesson, choose your contacts and then 
present,  Ximbus gives teachers more control on how students navigate the lesson content, 

allowing for monitoring of student progress.

Teachers can gather resources and prepare lessons using Google documents, YouTube videos, 
images, links, audio, maps & more and incorporates enriched classroom control, easy polling 

options, whiteboard functionality, and annotation tools.  

Multi-file formats compatible 

A large variety of file formats are support 
within Ximbus which can all be added 
into a single lesson. As well as Microsoft 

Office documents, images and 
YouTube videos, you can also add 
webpages and links enriching the 
quality of lesson content available.

Annotate over content

Add real time annotations over your 
pre-saved content or create additional 

whiteboard sketches to your lessons 
content or over any file format. These 
annotations can either be temporary 
instructions which can be erased or 
they can be saved and linked for a 
permanent addition to the lesson. 

Easily monitor students activity

Instantly know who is present, absent 
or who has lost concentration and 

navigated away from your lesson using 
the effective and easy-to-use Class 

Management functionality.  

Google Drive integration

Designed for G-Suite schools, Ximbus 
is convenient and easy to use with a 

simple sign in process via your education 
email address. Pre-build lessons using 
any resources stored in Google Drive, 

Connect to Google Classroom or 
access your Google Contacts for the 
lesson and simply post the lesson into 
Google Classroom with a single click. 

More control

Control how students navigate the lesson 
content with in-class controls and various 
presenting methods. Students can join live 
lessons or open a self-paced lesson from 

their own student dashboard. Quickly 
divert attention back to you with a click 

of the “Eyes Up” button.

Consolidate understanding 

With one-touch polling questions, 
teachers can poll at any time within 

their lesson, improving engagement and 
retentions. Live results are obtained there 
and then allowing for further discussions 

instantly if they are required. 

Student analytics  

Gain a deeper insight into student 
progress and advancements with the 

individual student analytics including the 
length of time spent on a specific slide 
helping to refine lessons styles. Students 

can also view their own self-study 
analytics within Ximbus.

Flip the classroom

Students can access lesson plans prior 
to coming to class. Connect & deliver 
your lessons via Google Classroom, or 

via Google Contacts. Teachers can edit 
a lesson pre/post class. It will update for 
students in real time removing the need 

to rebuild or redeliver the lesson.
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